
Final Reflection:
This semester has been quite enlightening to me as a learner when it comes to English since
English isn’t my first language therefore a lot of the things that are easy and everyday
conversations are still at somewhat of an odd like thing to me and at this point in my life I
believe thats something thats going to be with me for a very long time. This course has been
extremely helpful since a lot of the things that I did in this course like the major projects they
were already done in my ENG 1101 class but in a lot less intense way if that makes sense,
therefore redoing those assignment but at a higher level has helped me gain perspective and
enlightenment as a writer since I made quite a lot of mistakes in areas I thought I had mastered
which made me realize that I need to work much harder in order to perfect those areas and do
even better in the future when it comes to writing projects and things like that for example In my
previous English class last semester I had learned quite a bit when it came to writing annotated
bibliography and other projects that I have done throughout this semester but I feel like I have
gained more experience through repetition of doing the same likewise projects from my previous
class to this class since I was able to really look through the feedback and realize the mistakes
that I made on projects this semester that I had not made last semester such as MLA formatting
when I thought I had it down but came to the rude awakening that it is something that I still have
to focus hard on due to the fact that I did not do my annotations correctly in my bibliography
project this time around. I feel like the work I did earlier in the semester was good and thoughtful
but as the middle of the semester came by I slacked off but as the end is coming I feel like I am
on the road to finishing it off strong and much better. One thing I found challenging during this
semester was doing the annotated bibliography even with all the templates I feel like the MLA
part was a bit challenging for me since the sources were not pulling up with the citation
generators and MLA was not coming through completely, the best for me to avoid that would
have been to try and do manual MLA citation which would have most likely left me at a much
better place than trying to stick it to the generator. After going through this class this semester I
feel like I have a far better understanding of how to do these projects and extensive writing
pieces in a much higher standard since I have taken the time to really analyze the mistakes I have
made which in turn has made me a much better writer in my opinion. This knowledge will come
much handy especially when I have to write cover letters and resumes for my jobs and even
simple letters due to the fact that I now possess a vast array of templates in my head which I can
use to write in any of those forms.. To the coming students in this class some advice that I would
like to give is that don’t procrastinate your projects and rushing them last minute has never
helped anyone no matter how careful they are, I feel like as if doing them in separate days way
before the due time allows you to critique your own work in a much  critical sense and this way
you are able to pick out the little details that could be done better for example the grammar and
higher level words which could be used instead of regular words which would make your writing
assignment sound a lot more professional and at a much higher level. Another advice I would
also like to give is that if you put in the effort results are almost always guaranteed you just have



to set that kind of mindset within yourself and in doing that I believe higher grades can be
achieved.


